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Abstract

We dedicate this issue of the Psi-k Newsletter to the 2015 Psi-k Conference. We provide a

brief overview of the conference, some photos of the event, a breakdown of the origins of the

conference attendees, and a series of short personal reflections by a few researchers who very

kindly took the time to provide their impressions. We also provide a copy of the full scientific

program at the end, and include a section about the Volker Heine Young Investigator Award

and its associated symposium.
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Conference Overview 
 
The conference was organized by Co-Chairs Angel Rubio and Risto Nieminen. They were assisted by the staff 
of the University of the Basque Country, with tremendous logistical support from the local events managers at 
Ercisa Congresos. We thank the Program Committee members for their valuable help in preparing the program 
as well as many members of the Psi-k  community for their contributions and suggestions. 
 
The initial registration period on September 6th was overflowing with eager researchers who collected black 
bags with white conference logos containing blue event t-shirts, programs, and other items. The weather was 
unusually sunny and clear for most of the week, and many guests reportedly enjoyed a bit of free time on the 
beach along the picturesque Bay of Biscay.  
 
The conference was inaugurated by Co-Chairs Angel Rubio and Risto Nieminen, University of the Basque 
Country Vice-Rector of Research Fernando Plazaola, and Vice-Consul of Universities and Research for the 
Basque Government Adolfo Moraís. The speakers were greeted by an award-winning dancer who performed 
an aurresku, a traditional Basque dance to honor guests. The contributions of Walter Temmerman to Psi-k and 
the electronic structure community were acknowledged at the opening ceremony and at a special symposium on 
f-electrons organized in his memory.  
 

            
 
 



The conference ran very smoothly; all the technicians were very helpful and no major delays were accumulated 
during the day.  
 
The 2015 edition of the Psi-k Conference was the largest to date, with slightly less than 1,200 registrants and six 
parallel sessions. There were five plenary talks, 30 symposia, 160 invited speakers, and 180 contributed 
speakers. Many posters (over 700) were displayed over the course of two sessions with a buffet dinner in the 
same location for an amiably sociable uproar. The posters were of very high quality and were presented in depth 
by the participants; all the posters were well-attended.  
 
The symposia that received the most abstract submissions were Materials Design (108), Novel 2D Materials and 
Heterostructures (72), and Theoretical Spectroscopy (58).  
 

               
 
A good atmosphere for discussion was supported by the fact that the dinner was distributed in a pintxos format 
(a regional custom of eating small, artfully-arranged dishes) in all the poster areas.  
 
The plenary talks were very exciting, and they addressed different complementary topics. The quality of the 
presentations was exceptionally high, which was appreciated by most of the participants, and they triggered 
many discussions afterward. These	  sessions covered a range of topics in the field, from materials discovery and 
design (Giulia Galli) to transversal transport coefficients (Ingrid Mertig), quasi-2D materials (Steve Louie), 
quantum chemistry methods for condensed matter (Georg Kresse) and the structural and thermodynamic 
complexity of modern materials for industrial applications (Jörg Neugebauer).  

 

                     

 
 
 
During the parallel sessions, given the sheer number of simultaneous talks, it was certainly not possible for 
everyone to attend every talk they wanted to hear, but the intellectual energy involved in so much fruitful 
discussion over such a short period of time was undoubtedly a great appetite stimulant 



 
The 2015 Psi-k conference was the third occasion for the presentation of the Volker Heine Young Investigator 
Awards. The purpose of this award is to recognize an individual for her or his outstanding computational work 
in any type of condensed matter, materials, or nanoscience research involving electronic structure calculations. 
Five highly talented finalists were selected from a field of 36 very competitive entries. The finalists each 
presented an excellent thirty-minute talk. An award committee of eight (Risto Nieminen, Matthias Scheffler, 
Nicola Marzari, and the five plenary speakers) had the difficult task of selecting one winner and four runners-
up. The prize winner was Marco Bernardi for “Ultrafast Hot Carrier Dynamics in Materials from Ab Initio 
Calculations.” For the 2015 prize, there was one award of 2.500€ and four runner-up prizes of 500€ each, 
certificates, and a special section for finalist articles in the European Physical Journal B (EPJB, Springer) that 
will come out in 2016.  
 

        
 
After the Volker Heine award ceremony, there was a brief presentation by representatives from three recently 
approved EU Centers of Excellence. Risto Nieminen and Angel Rubio introduced the newly recognized centers, 
which were as follows: 

• Matthias Scheffler: NoMad 
• Elisa Molinari: MAX 
• Emilio Artacho: E-CAM 

The first two centers will be in operation for three years and the last for five.  
 
The on-site caterer conveniently provided lunch, dinner, and coffee breaks, and guests were treated to a number 
of local dishes, including squid in ink sauce and babarrunak (red beans). Kosher, vegan, and vegetarian meals 
were available to all who asked. Childcare was provided on site for 12 children of attending researchers, and 
they all enjoyed their time at the Kursaal.  
 

              
 



An underlying gastronomy theme was evident in Wednesday night´s guest talk by Dani Lasa and Ramón 
Perise of Mugaritz Restaurant, which is considered to be one of the best restaurants in the world. Lasa and 
Perise talked about the power of food to evoke emotion and memory, and they discussed their innovative and 
sometimes winsome approach to creating unparalleled dining experiences through a scientific approach.  
 

             
 
The Gala Dinner took place at two sites, with 700 people at the San Telmo Museum and the others at the 
Aquarium of San Sebastián, with the spouses of many investigators present as guests. San Telmo is situated in a 
converted convent, and guests enjoyed an elegant atmosphere accompanied by the txalaparta (a Basque 
percussion instrument used in the past to communicate over long distances) and traditional dances from around 
the Basque Country. Aquarium guests enjoyed the casual atmosphere among the venue´s beautifully curated 
exhibits. The dinner began with addresses by Angel Rubio, Fernando Plazaola, San Sebastián Mayor Eneko 
Goia, and Gipuzkoa General Representative Marko Olano. Guests enjoyed a wide variety of regional foods 
and drinks along with the fellowship of their colleagues. 
 

      
 
During the closing address, Angel Rubio thanked the organizers and presented a thoughtful and often humorous 
collection of photos taken during the conference.  
 

 



 
A select collection of photos can be viewed at the conference website, at the following link: http://nano-
bio.ehu.es/psik2015/photo-album.html.  
 
In terms of attendees, Europe was best represented with 986 guests, as expected. Asia followed with 152 
people, followed by the United States, Latin America, Africa, and Australia.  
 

 
 
In terms of nationalities, attendees from institutions in 39 countries with origins in 92 different nations were 
represented. Germany had by far the highest number of representatives, with 242 people, followed by the 
United Kingdom, Spain, Japan, and the United States. We were fortunate to host a number of attendees from 
very far away, including Australia, China, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Afghanistan, and Singapore. 
 

  
 
With respect to gender balance, female scientists made up 16% of the total registrants and 13% of the speakers.  
 
There is always room to increase the diversity of conference attendees. Thanks to the generosity of the 
University of the Basque Country, the Basque Government, the Donostia International Physics Center, the San 
Sebastián Convention Bureau, the Kursaal, and others, the organizing committee was able to provide financial 
assistance to 80 attendees. 
 
We wish to thank everyone who attended for their wonderful contributions. Given the high attendance and the 
positive feedback received from attendees, we consider the conference to have been a success.  
 
 



 
 
Maria-Liesse Doublet said, “I wanted to thank you a lot for your help and the perfect organisation of the 
meeting. I had a great time.” Of the venue, Giulia Galli wrote, “Thank you all and I'm really sorry to leave San 
Sebastian, it's just a great place (and the food...my goodness...I thought I would never say that but I have to: 
better than Italy!!!).”  
 
We wish the organizers of the 2020 conference even greater success. 
 
 
Personal reflections by conference attendees 
 
“First of all San Sebastián is a lovely location. The Kursaal conference centre is beautiful and the organization was very 
well done, from the crucial things all the way to the small details. 

I congratulate your entire team! “ 

“From the science point of view the program was nicely done, with a good mix of invited and contributed talks. I come 
from the experimental world so it was generally hard for me. Nevertheless the quality of the talk looked high, throughout. 
Only a small percentage of the presenters made the connection with the experimental side of the problem they were 
researching, which was a pity. But I know in some cases this is a very difficult thing to do. I saw that the program 
included some topics that go beyond the remit of materials electronic structure. This was interesting. Also it's interesting 
to see that the disciplines contributing to this topic are not just chemistry, physics, materials science, but also computer 
science. Perhaps intentional, there was a strong focus on hard cond matt, and interfaces. I don't know if there could be a 
chance to include more soft materials in the future”. 

“The VH session was well attended and the people I spoke with, especially the younger ones, thought it was very cool to 
have VH around at the conference, even though not everyone knew what he achieved in his time. I would be supportive of 
creating a link between EPJB and the VH award also in the future editions. I think EPJB could be a vehicle to make this 
prize more established and known even outside Europe. So maybe what was done at this conference could be the 
beginning of a happy relationship with mutual benefits. The number of applicants for the award was large enough to allow 
the selection of 5 really outstanding people. If this award becomes more known internationally and continues to be seen as 
an opportunity for young researchers to excel and be selected by a competent committee, these are features that EPJB will 
wish to be associated with, especially as we want to bring the journal to the younger generations. Angel, you have been 
instrumental in creating the first formula for a EPJB-VH collaboration. I hope that you can continue to put EPJB forward 
when the future of this prize will be discussed.” 

My only (not very important) negative was: the program booklet was printed in a font that was too small (at my age I'm 
feeling oh so ashamed as I write this!) and didn't contain all the relevant information one needs, like the title of the talks.” 
-Maria Bellantone, Senior Publishing Editor, Springer 
 
“The Psi-k conference highlighted the mature but at the same time quickly developing electronic structure community in 
Europe and worldwide. 
The talks presented state-of-the-art theoretical developments and the wide ranging class of applications that aim to 
understand the behavior of real materials. The quick pace of development of the electronic structure field is simply 
breathtaking. In this regard, the Psi-k conference offered a unique opportunity for both junior and senior participants to 
digest the current snapshot of theory and applications of first-principles electronic structure methods. 
 
The location -- Kursaal -- offered an optimal way to interact and meet people in the multiple halls and rooms. The many 
bars and restaurants around Kursaal made the Psi-k conference even more attractive. The unofficial discussions during 
lunches and dinners were also useful and lead to many new ideas and collaborations. I've established collaborations with 
two new groups and got several new ideas, which arose during exciting talks and discussions at the conference. 
 
 In summary, the Psi-k Conference continues to be at the forefront of electronic structure community worldwide, and Psi-
k 2015 in San Sebastian was a real highlight for me and the rest of my group. The feedback from the students and 



postdocs in my group has been extremely positive and I feel that the Psi-k conference has helped to get considerable 
steam for our research during the next 5 years!” 
-Alexandre Tkatchenko, Fritz-Haber Institute 
 
“Psi-k 2015 was a great success. First it has confirmed the growing recognition of the relevance of atomistic simulations 
and electronic structure calculations are central to the understanding of diverse domains of science. It has also shown that 
a great effort is ongoing worldwide in trying both to understand “real” materials and “real” processes and to improve our 
theoretical and computational schemes. Beyond any doubt, Psi-k 2015 has demonstrated the existence of an enthusiastic 
community that recognizes itself under the label “Psi-k”. Last, but not least, the organization of the Conference was 
superb. Great choice of the scientific program and of the location (splendid)! Many thanks to Angel and his team, who 
have now established a new standard for Psik-k conferences to come.” 
-Wanda Andreoni, EPFL 
 
 
*Photo credits: Ixone Sadaba 
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